Speaker's
Profile

THANKS FOR YOUR INTEREST IN
PARTNERING WITH ZINTA HARRIS!
Zinta Harris specialises in helping grieving families stay out of Court
and work together to reach an early resolution of their estate dispute.
She is the owner of Resolve Estate Law, a boutique specialist estates
law firm. Zinta enjoys sharing her knowledge and experience and is
often called upon to present to succession lawyers, financial advisers
and counsellors on the benefits of taking a collaborative approach to
resolve estate disputes.
Zinta hopes to be remembered for positively changing the way
Australian families navigate the legal fallout after the loss of a loved
one and preventing all-out family wars in estate disputes. Her vision is
for families who are experiencing deep grief following the loss of a
loved one, to have the process of finalising their estate made calmer
and simpler, so they don’t have to experience further distress.

SERVICES:
Guest Speaking
Guest blogging

Freelance writing
Brand Ambassadorship
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Over the next two decades, we will
see the biggest wealth transfer
from generation to generation in
Australian history.
When you consider that estate
disputes have increased by 50%
over the last decade, the potential
for devastating breakdowns in
family units across Australia is
enormous.
Not only will this impact family
relationships but the rural and
retail businesses they run - the very
backbone of our nation.
We need to find a better way to
help families navigate their estate
disputes.
By introducing the collaborative
practice dispute resolution
framework to wills and estates, I
hope to leave my "estates law
world" a better place.
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Presentations and
Workshops
Zinta can present on a broad range of topics

Zinta is a captivating speaker and presents a range of topics from
grief and loss to estates and succession law. She has experience
working with small groups right up to large professional audiences.
No matter what Zinta is presenting on, or to whom, she will always
leave you inspired and wanting to learn more.
Zinta can custom design presentations and workshops to suit your
audience’s needs. Zinta’s presentations generally suit three key
audience groups:
Succession Law and Legal Professionals
Collaborative Professionals, financial advisors and counsellors
who work with grieving families
General audience with interest in grief, loss, love and life
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Presentations and Workshops for
Succession Law and Legal Professionals
The future for Wills and Estates Lawyers - best practice when
working with families who are experiencing the all-consuming loss
of a loved one
"I just want what is fair" - using interest-based negotiation to
support families both before and after the loss of a loved one
Respectful Processes - how to ensure a loved one's hard earned
inheritance is not decimated paying huge litigation costs
Collaborative Practice - the new and best way of working together
with a multidisciplinary team to support families manage conflict
before and after the loss of a loved one
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On Grief, Loss and a loved
one's Estate
Looking to the horizon - how to
survive the loss of a loved one and
find your 'new normal'
Looking after yourself after the loss of
a loved one - how to navigate your
grief while managing a legal conflict
Family - how to maintain your
relationships with family members
during and after an estate dispute
The world of estates - what being an
estates lawyer has taught me about
loss and life
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What others have said
Zinta's session was the "most valuable
aspect" of the conference

I enjoyed Zinta's presentation on collaborative practice
as a better way to resolve estate disputes it was a "very
interesting and progressing concept"

Zinta's presentation was "FANTASTIC!
Very thought-provoking"
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Contact Zinta

Zinta can customise workshops and presentations to your audience's
needs. She is passionate about speaking so get in contact today to
discuss your presentation needs.

Zinta Harris
Accredited Succession Law Specialist
Accredited Business Law Specialist
Nationally Accredited Mediator
Internationally Accredited Collaborative
Practitioner
GPO Box 2918
Brisbane QLD 4000
(07) 3371 0795
zinta@resolveestatelaw.com.au
www.resolveestatelaw.com.au
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